The importance of genome replication has inspired detailed crystallographic studies of enzymatic 11 DNA/RNA polymerization. In contrast, the mechanism of nonenzymatic polymerization is less well 12 understood, despite its critical role in the origin of life. Here we report the direct observation of 13 nonenzymatic RNA primer extension through time-resolved crystallography. We soaked crystals of an 14 RNA primer-template-dGMP complex with guanosine-5′-phosphoro-2-aminoimidazolide for increasing 15 times. At early times we see the activated ribonucleotides bound to the template, followed by formation of 16 the imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide intermediate. At later times, we see a new phosphodiester bond 17 forming between the primer and the incoming nucleotide. The intermediate is pre-organized because of 18 the constraints of base-pairing with the template and hydrogen bonding between the imidazole amino 19 group and both flanking phosphates. Our results provide atomic-resolution insight into the mechanism of 20 nonenzymatic primer extension, and set the stage for further structural dissection and optimization of the 21 RNA copying process.
INTRODUCTION 25
Many lines of evidence point to a central role for RNA in the emergence of life on Earth 26 (Sutherland, 2016; Wachowius et al., 2017) . As part of the RNA world hypothesis, the earliest forms of life 27 must have replicated their simple RNA genomes without the aid of complex enzymes (Orgel, 2004) . A key 28 part of this process would have been the nonenzymatic template directed polymerization of activated 29 RNA nucleotides. The resulting complementary strand could then act as a template to produce a copy of 30 3 corresponding imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide intermediate (Np-AI-pN) (Walton and Szostak, 2017) . In 60 addition, our recent study of the mechanism by which downstream helper oligonucleotides enhance the 61 rate of nonenzymatic primer extension (Zhang et al., 2018) showed that the helper oligomers pre-62 organize the reaction site and decrease the distance between the 3′-hydroxyl of the primer and the 63 phosphate of the adjacent nucleotide.
65
To fully understand the mechanism of nonenzymatic template-directed primer extension, static 66 3D structures of RNA primer-template complexes co-crystallized with substrate and intermediate 67 analogues, or even with the actual substrates and intermediates, are not sufficient to depict the dynamic 68 progress of the reaction over time. A molecular movie of actual substrates reacting on the template, 69 captured through the methods of crystallography, would provide greater insight. The approach of time-70 resolved X-ray crystallography has been greatly developed to study the dynamic processes of 71 macromolecules and small molecules, by utilizing X-ray probe pulses in the pump-probe scheme (Ki et 72 al., 2017) . The technique of time-resolved serial femtosecond crystallography, as well as the conventional 73 Laue-type polychromatic time-resolved crystallography (Ren et al., 1999) , has been widely applied to 74 probe the structural transitions of proteins in both the solid crystal phase and in solution. Another category 75 of time-resolved X-ray crystallography depends on the diffusion of small molecules into protein crystals.
76
For the study of enzymes, it has been found that catalytic activity is sometimes preserved in crystallized 77 proteins, which allows a structural analysis of the mechanism through time-resolved X-ray crystallography 78 (Hajdu et al., 2000) . In such experiments, the catalytic process can be triggered by diffusion-based 79 reaction initiation techniques. At various time points after the initiation of the reaction, the crystal is placed 80 in liquid nitrogen to freeze the reaction. This technique has provided deep insight into the polymerization 81 reaction catalyzed by DNA polymerase η. In addition to capturing intermediate steps in phosphodiester 82 bond formation, these structural studies provided evidence for a previously unknown third Mg 2+ ion that 83 catalyzes the rate-limiting step of the reaction (Nakamura et al., 2012; Gao and Yang, 2016) .
85
Inspired by the above studies, we conducted a time-resolved analysis of nonenzymatic RNA 86 polymerization by soaking chemically activated substrates into crystals containing a primer-template 87 4 duplex. Here, we present the crystal structures of the template-bound substrate 2-AIpG ( Figure 1A ) and 88 the reaction intermediate Gp-AI-pG ( Figure 1B 
106
In order to follow nonenzymatic primer extension by crystallography, we first prepared crystals of 107 an RNA primer-template complex in which unactivated monomers were bound to the template region.
108
These crystals were used in crystal soaking experiments to exchange the unactivated monomers with 109 activated monomers or the reaction intermediate. To facilitate comparison with previously obtained 110 structures, we used the same partially self-complementary RNA 14-mer oligonucleotide that we used in 111 5 our structural studies of the stable substrate analogues guanosine 5′-(3-methyl-1H-pyrazol-4-112 yl)phosphonate (PZG) and guanosine 5′-(4-methylimidazolyl) phosphonate (ICG), and the stable 113 intermediate analogue GpppG (Zhang et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018) . The 114 oligoribonucleotide 5′-CCCGACUUAAGUCG-3′ contains four locked nucleic acid (LNA) residues, denoted 115 by italics. The two-nucleotide template overhang is composed of 5-methyl cytidine LNA to rigidify the 116 backbone and facilitate crystallization. This duplex was co-crystallized with 2′-deoxyguanosine-5′-117 monophosphate (dGMP), to bind the template before soak-in experiments ( Figure 1C ). The use of dGMP 
130
The sugar and phosphate of the first bound dGMP (in the +1 position adjacent to the 3′ end of the primer)
6
In the crystal structure of the RNA duplex with dGMP, we also clearly observed electron density 140 near the N7 of the first template-bound dGMP that appears to represent a Mg 2+ ion based on its 141 octahedrally coordinated waters ( Figure 2C ); Mg 2+ was present in the crystallization buffer. Two water 142 molecules coordinated to the presumed Mg 2+ are located within hydrogen bonding distance of N7 and O6 143 of the primer guanosine (distances 2.8 Å and 2.6 Å). A third water molecule coordinated to the presumed 144 Mg 2+ is within hydrogen bonding distance of O6 of the first bound monomer, and is also hydrogen bonded 145 to a fourth water molecule that appears to be hydrogen bonded to N7 of the second bound monomer 
160
To confirm the proposed Mg 2+ -guanosine interaction, we replaced Mg 2+ with Sr 2+ in our 161 crystallization buffer, to increase the electron density of the bound metal cation. We obtained crystals of 162 the same RNA duplex in 20 mM Sr 2+ with the RNA nucleotide guanosine-5′-monophosphate bound to the 7 template region, with the same overall structure as the other complexes. In this structure, much stronger 164 electron density was present near N7 and O6 of the first template-bound GMP, indicating the presence of 165 Sr 2+ ( Figure S1 ). This Sr 2+ ion binds in a similar manner as the proposed Mg 2+ ion observed in the 166 structure of template-bound dGMP, supporting our identification of the interaction between N7 of dGMP in 167 the +1 position with Mg 2+ . Similar water-mediated metal-guanine interactions have previously been 168 structurally identified in the deep major groove of A-form nucleic acid duplexes (Robinson et al., 2000; 169 Ennifar, et al., 2003) .
170
Importantly, we observed a large channel in between the slip-stacked RNA duplexes that could 171 allow activated substrates to reach the template by diffusion ( Figure 2D ). As in our previous studies, the 172 self-complementary RNA duplex complexed with dGMP crystallized with hexagonal symmetry (space 173 group P3 1 21). The individual RNA-monomer double helices are slip-stacked with one another end-to-end, 174 and groups of three adjacent duplexes form a triangular prism-like structure ( Figure 2D , side view).
175
Groups of three of these triangular prisms are in turn arranged in a triangular lattice, with a large central 
215
when it points towards the major groove. For the 2′-hydroxyl, the angle decreases from 148° to 129° but 216 the distance increases from 6.0 to 6.5 Å when the 2-amino group points towards the major groove. These 217 results suggest that rotation of the 2-aminoimidazolium group between the two phosphates may affect the 218 rate and regioselectivity of nonenzymatic RNA polymerization.
220
A structural comparison between template-bound dGMP and Gp-AI-pG reveals similar overall 221 structures (Table 1) . A key difference is the decreased distance between the 3′-hydroxyl of the primer and 222 the phosphate in the +1 position, from 6.5 Å for bound dGMP to 4.6 Å for template-bound Gp-AI-pG. This 223 decreased distance is likely due to the constraint imposed by the imidazolium-bridge of Gp-AI-pG.
224 Surprisingly, no metal ion or water molecules are observed close to the N7 positions of Gp-AI-pG or the 3′
225
G of the primer. Watson-Crick base paired in the crystal structure obtained after 15 min of soaking the crystal ( Figure 4B ).
249
These results further suggest that a variety of interactions are possible between monomers and the 250 template during primer extension reactions. It is interesting to note that the distance between the primer 251 3′-hydroxyl and the 5′-phosphate of the incoming monomer increases when both monomers are bound to 252 the template in Watson-Crick conformation (Table 1 ). In addition, we again observe electron density, Figure 4C-D) . In addition, the ~6.2 Å
274
(15 min) distance between the two phosphorus atoms of separate monomers decreases to 5.2 Å, very 275 close to the 5.1 Å distance observed for the template-bound structure of Gp-AI-pG (Table 1 ). Similar to observed. These results are consistent with a recent analysis indicating that the predominant mechanism 296 of primer extension by 2-aminoimidazole activated monomers is through the imidazolium-bridged 297 14 dinucleotide intermediate (Walton and Szostak, 2017) . However, the observed decline in density for the 298 imidazolium bridge in our current structures may also be due in part to hydrolysis of Gp-AI-pG.
299

DISCUSSION
300
The mechanism of template-directed nonenzymatic RNA polymerization has recently been shown to 301 involve an imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide intermediate (Walton and Szostak, 2016; Kervio et al., 2016, 302 also noted the high reactivity of this molecule). A major question is why the primer reacts so much more soaking experiments, and a decreased O3′-P distance is observed, primer extension in the crystal will 335 require smaller conformational changes and may proceed more rapidly. The strategy of soaking reactive 336 substrates into a pre-crystallized RNA duplex followed by time-resolved X-ray crystallography could also 337 be applied to address other aspects of the reaction mechanism and outcome. For example, a mismatch 338 at the +1 position results in decreased 3′-5′ regioselectivity, but the structural basis of this observation 339 remains unclear (Giurgiu et al., 2017) .
341
Many important aspects of phosphodiester bond formation between the primer and template-
342
bound Gp-AI-pG remain unclear from our current series of time-resolved X-ray crystal structures.
343
Foremost among these unanswered questions is the role of the catalytic metal ion in catalysis of the 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
359
Preparation of oligonucleotides, RNA crystallization, data collection, and structure determination.
360
The oligonucleotide 5′-CCCGACUUAAGUCG-3′ was synthesized in-house by standard solid-phase 361 techniques using native and locked nucleoside phosphoramidites from Exiqon Inc., followed by HPLC 362 purification. C denotes LNA 5-methylcytidine residues and G denotes LNA guanosine residues, while A,
363
C, G and U denote unmodified RNA residues. For the annealing step prior to crystallization, the RNA All crystal diffraction data were collected under a stream of nitrogen at 99 K. The data sets were 380 obtained at the SIBYLS beam lines 821 and 822 at the Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley 381 National Laboratory. The distance from the detector to the crystal was set between 200-300 mm, and the 382 collecting wavelength was set to 1 Å. The crystals were exposed for 1 second per image with one degree 383 oscillations, and 180 images were taken for each data set. These data were processed using HKL2000 384 (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997) . All the structures were solved by molecular replacement (McCoy et al.,
385
2007). The RNA models were from our previously reported structure (PDB code 5DHC). All the structures 386 were refined using Refmac (Murshudov et al., 1997) . The refinement protocol included simulated 387 annealing, refinement, restrained B-factor refinement, and bulk solvent correction. During refinement, the 388 topologies and parameters for locked nucleic acids and for the ligand 2-AIpG or Gp-AI-pG were 389 constructed and applied. After several cycles of refinement, the water and metal atoms were added. Data 390 collection, phasing, and refinement statistics of the determined structures are listed in Tables S1 and S2.
391
The structures at 1.5 and 2 h were refined as mixtures of the intermediate state and product state. 
